BuzziMoon
INSTALLATION MANUAL
120V
Technical info

LED

1-10V

C UL US

ASSEMBLE PART BUZZIMOON ACOUSTIC SHELL ONLY WITH PART 80000579

Excl.

2x

2x

2x
incl. BuzziMoon

3x

2x

1x

For dimmable function

1x

For dimmable function
incl. BuzziMoon Oval

3x For dimmable function

1x

1x

1x

M6
BuzziMoon Pendant

2 PERS. 🐾

1 OFF

2
Connection including dimmable function

⚠️ The Dim wires are marked with additional sleeves. Keep the Dim wires always separate from the main wires. Connecting the Dim wires to the main voltage will damage your product.

White  Neutral
Black  Line
Green  Ground
Red  DIM +
Blue  DIM -
Connection excluding dimmable function

White
Black
Green
Red
Blue
Neutral
Line
Ground
Not used
Not used
BuzziMoon Oval Pendant

2 PERS. 🐾

1. OFF

2. [Instructions for installation or usage]
Small 19.29"
Medium 28.74
Connection including dimmable function

White: Neutral
Black: Line
Green: Ground
Red: DIM +
Blue: DIM -

1-10V

+  -
Connection excluding dimmable function

White: Neutral
Black: Line
Green: Ground
Red: Not used
Blue: Not used